
(I have before elsewhere and I was deemed a sad old git and statto because I made a list of his missed chances, but 
read on!).   

 
I'd been 'unofficially' counting his misses this season but I wanted to get my facts straight before I made 
such a detailed appraisal of the current situation, that of the dichotomy between his joint top-scorer status 
versus his season-long profligacy. 
 
So I logged into City Player and watched the 10-15 minute highlight package of every game this season 
(didn't think I had so much time on my hands!!)  The statto accusations are becoming clear now! 
I concluded that he'd missed 20 CLEAR CUT CHANCES.  I didn't count just the one-on-ones, but the other 
chances that he really SHOULD have scored (although at least 12 of them were one-on-ones). 
Of course, this didn't include EVERY chance Baldock had been presented with, ONLY those which were 
clear cut.  So it's wasn't as if he'd only had 20 shots, this was 20 clear chances, not counting plenty of other 
shots at goal he'd had. 
  
I've said all along that I don't want to slam the bloke too much, as I think he seems a thoroughly nice and 
educated chap, and he also his socks off up front, so deserves a little slack for his dedication, work-rate and 
clear desire. 
However, as this season progresses, he's really beginning to test my patience.  And it's evident from his 
Kestbaia-style booting of the advertising hoardings on Saturday after his open-goal header that his inability 
to find an open net is beginning to irk him too! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
With 'that' header, and his other spurned one on one v Mcdonuts that now brings his tally of glorious missed 
opportunities up to 22 for the season.  I don't expect him to have scored all of these 22 chances, but I do 
expect a million pound striker to have buried at least 5 of them (and I'm being incredibly conservative 
there!). 
  
There are a few arguments that I continually hear in the case FOR Sam: 
  
Argument 1) At least he's getting in the position to score - I'd be more worried if he wasn't getting chances. 

 
A fair argument - usually only heard if your striker is on a bad run of confidence and hasn't notched in 10 
games.  The fact that he is scoring goals is great, and his confidence should be up.  However, he's now 
missed 22 excellent chances - can I not argue that I am worried that he's getting the chances and NOT 
taking them.  That is more worrisome for me than not getting the chances at all.  It's all very well being in 
the right place at the right time, but if you still fail to deliver that equals, for me at least, incompetence. 
  
Argument 2) He's playing on his own, he's not suited to this, he needs a striker alongside him. 

 
Yet clearly this position is suiting him as he's scored 14 goals and ingloriously missed out on another 22.  
I'd suggest he's thriving in this position and possibly getting more chances than he's ever had before. 
  
Argument 3) The formation is all wrong - he should be playing on his own up front.  

 
This argument always cracks me up.  He's scored 14 goals and missed 22 excellent chances.  I don't see 
how anyone can justify the argument that he's not getting the chances because of the formation. As more of 
a poacher – and it’s not like we haven’t had the ball in the box at all – no matter what formation we’re 
playing, the main thrust of his game is to finish from close in. Which he doesn’t do, enough. 
 
  

  

 



Argument 4) He'll come good, he just needs one or two to go in and his confidence will return. 

 
Again, he's not a striker going through a barren spell (his two longest spells without a league goal are four 
and five games, both in the autumn). He's scoring goals, his confidence should be high – at its season 
highest in fact, given he is currently in his most prolific spell (8 in the last 13 games all competitions).  
Missing 22 gift-wrapped opportunities (and they have been gift-wrapped) will dent your confidence, and he's 
clearly frustrated (just think of the bloke mending that advertising board this Monday morning. Or will he be 
doing that himself, part of his penance?).  It's not a confidence issue for me, it's a technique issue - he hits 
the keeper just about every single time.  Has he considered rounding the keeper, or lifting it over him 
perhaps? The keeper will 99% of the time spread his feet on the grass, we are all familiar with the ease of 
finishing by lifting the ball a little in this one-on-one situation. This is competency in skill and decision-
making, not confidence. 
  
Argument 5) He's scored 14 goals, how can you have a pop at him! 
Easy.  If he ends up scoring 30 goals this season and we still get relegated, then I'm afraid Baldock will 
have to take a look at himself in the mirror and say, "I could have done more".  So far this season, he could 
easily have converted the chances that would see us comfortably mid-table. 
If we go down, it's all too easy to blame a leaky defence, a midfield suffering from a lack of goals and bite, a 
non-dominant keeper, but I'm sorry Sammy, you could have had us clear of this mess and will have to take 
a large clump of responsibility if this disaster were to occur. 
  
In summary.  Strikers with the ability to score 20 goals a year are rare, and Sam is well on course for this.  
It's therefore hard to justify him being dropped.  We're just over half way through the season and when 
Sam's parents come in to sit at Cotterill’s desk for their mid-year parents’ meeting, they'll be told that he's 
showing desire, passion and commitment but he's failing to deliver on the expectations of the high tuition 
fees!  “Perhaps you should have sent him to a comprehensive?” I can hear Cotterill saying. 
 
In short: Must do better. 
 

 

 

 


